• **TEACHERS**

• **INTERCULTURAL**

• **COMPETENCES as**

• **KEYSTONES to**

• **LEARNING in**

• **EUROPE**

1st project meeting Frankfurt – some outlines:
Where we come from; Where we want to go to
How the way is looking alike.............
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The problem: Could this happen everywhere?

Teachers in Berlin publicly declare: We give up our school – violence, disrespect, ignorance – police called in..
European classrooms are a mirror of the 27 countries with their individual cultural, social, historical and religious backgrounds.
TICKLE- Teachers Intercultural Competences as Keystones for Learning in Europe
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Learning from differences and learning to live with differences
Our teacher trainees face the intercultural problem for the next 30 years of their teacher being...... Are they prepared good enough?
Are we well prepared?....

Skilled future teachers …

Prepared for Europe..

Aware of intercultural challenges

Training Modules for teaching Disadvantaged

Modular strategies for Secondary schools

Science

Early learning

Languages

The concept of Teacher Training Seminar Offenburg

Profile: Secondary schools

Comenius 2. 1. APT

Canterbury-Exchange

Cooperation with Univ. of Ed.

Cooperation with Goethe-Institut Paris

Bilinguality EULA/ITS

Cooperation with IUFM Alsace

Profil: Europa wächst zusammen
Teachers' values, coming from socialisation, stereotypes, deeper beliefs, influence attitudes of how to behave and to teach.

How do intercultural diversities influence teaching?

Can differ very much and lead to fundamental misunderstandings.

Pupils' values, coming from socialisation, stereotypes, deeper beliefs, influence attitudes of how to behave and to learn.

Slaves of foreign culture.
TICKLE- Teachers Intercultural Competences as Keystones for Learning in Europe

Personal Mastery-Programme

High stake situations via Outdoor activities

Visits

Exercises, which cause strange and strong emotions … Fear, Anger, … Joy

Life Stories
Cultural Collages
Dilemma situations
Role plays
Anchoring
Educational Wall building

Tools for Interculturality

Appraisal of Potential for Interculturality workshops

Learning by doing

Communication in the classroom
„Intercultural competence is:
• **Readiness** to accept, somebody is not from our hut
• **Awareness** he is not like me
• **Sensing** that there are reasons for
• **Feeling** of differences among us
• **Gaining** to understand them
• **Verbalising** them in non rude wording
• **Acting in common fields of interest**
What to learn from old Greeks

Xenos is the greek word for hospitality and also for a stranger. It’s the same root for xenophobia, fear of the stranger. So you can have love of the stranger or fear of the stranger.